
Commission Paintings 2023
I’m delighted that you are considering a unique commissioned painting. Each commission is created with your own 
ideas in mind. Whether this is a piece to suit your decor, a gift for someone special or a landscape that holds 
memories for you. I look forward to working together to form ideas and create a piece that is unique to you!



Commission Pricing & Information 
All paintings are created with the highest quality acrylic paints and tools on premium quality canvas. Each painting is 
unique and created in my own individual style with the subject being influenced by the client. Prior to beginning a 
commissioned painting, the client may suggest ideas for a colour palette and any significant subjects they would like 
included. This must be confirmed before or at the very early stages of the painting process. 

Please allow 4-12 weeks for painting (depending on size & detail). 

For framing allow an extra 2-3 weeks additional time. 

Postage and packaging will be calculated depending on location. Please be advised that for shipping the preferred 
option is to ship paintings unframed, then the customer may arrange framing themselves at their preferred local 
supplier.  

I cannot be held responsible for damages during shipping this is to be taken up with the courier which I can assist 
with if any damage occurs. 



CANVAS DIMENSIONS UNFRAMED FRAMED

15x20cm £70 £95.00

20x20cm £70 £95.00

30x30cm £169 £199

A3/ 30x40cm £185 £219

60x60cm £470 £540

50x70cm £550 £630

70x100cm £899 £970

Surface 
Stretched Canvas - can hang alone or with frame.  

Canvas paintings are presented on a canvas fabric  
stretched over wooden bars. These can look great  
unframed, whilst a frame can also enhance the  
painting and add to your decor, whilst also protecting it. 

Painting prices include cost of materials (paints, brushes etc), the 
canvas, hanging string/screws, skill and time.  

Each painting is created with the highest quality acrylic paints. 
Mixed media is sometimes added to finish the painting eg. soft 
pastels, pencils and paint pens.  

If you would like a larger size than those stated this may be 
discussed. 

If you have any queries regarding canvas sizes or pricing please 
get in touch - contact details below.

60x60cm unframed canvas



70x100cm unframed canvas50x70cm unframed canvas30x30cm unframed canvas

20x20cm framed canvas 30x40cm bespoke framed canvas 60x60cm unframed canvas

Painting Examples



70x100cm unframed canvas 

This large size is perfect for larger wall spaces. Equally this size would look 
great as a feature wall in any size room.



50x70cm unframed canvas 

This is the perfect size canvas to fit a living room wall or hallway.  



60x60cm unframed canvas 

A square style canvas that will fit in any room, great for a smaller space.



30x40cm unframed canvas 

This size is close to A3, so is perfect for above a unit or in a bedroom.



20x20cm framed canvas 

A mini canvas that makes a big impact! This size is 
great for a gallery wall or on a shelf. 


Photos courtesy of a previous client. 



Framing 
There are 4x standard frame styles that are used for my paintings. These are professionally built solid wood frames, sourced from 
a local Belfast framing supplier. 

Option 1 : White wood frame 

Option 2 : Black wood frame 

Option 3 : Light Grey wood frame 

Option 4: Light wood frame 

If you would like a different style of frame this may be discussed. This may incur an additional charge depending on the style of 
frame.

White wood frame
Black wood frameOption 1.
Option 2.



Light wood frame

Option 4.Light grey wood frame

Option 3.



Payment 

All commissions require a 20% deposit to be paid within 1week from initial booking.  

Please add your name to the text for reference when paying. 

Contact Eimear for details on payment options. 

Delivery 

If you are located within Northern Ireland, delivery or collection may be arranged.  

If you are in the UK postage pricing is dependant on the canvas/package size, this will be calculated on ordering. Please allow 3-10 
working days for delivery. I will contact you once the package has been sent with proof of postage. 

Additional Delivery cost for outside of the UK will depend on the parcel size and location. I will contact you to inform you of the 
additional cost prior to posting. 

If a parcel arrives in an unsatisfactory condition, please contact Eimear with images and details, this will have to be taken up with 
the courier. 

Contact  

eimearcampbellartphotography@gmail.com 

www.eimearcampbellartphotography.com 

07851083150 

@eimearcampbell_art 

mailto:eimearcampbellartphotography@gmail.com
http://www.eimearcampbellartphotography.com
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